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We are often told that building affordable housing is just too expensive: land prices are too high, construction 
costs are rising, development fees and labyrinthine bureaucratic processes are stifling projects. There is some 
truth in each of these explanations, but to really get a major build-out of affordable housing we need to stop 
relying on the current private, for-profit approach in BC and Canada. To achieve the public goals of affordable 
housing—and the related social and economic benefits—we need to expand the stock of non-market and 
co-op housing with public-led approaches and non-profit development. 

This post does the math on how it can be done in pricey Vancouver. To address the housing affordability 
crisis, in previous research we called for 10,000 new, non-market, rental units per year to be built in Metro 
Vancouver.1 These numbers are necessary to keep up with population growth and to alleviate the imbalance 
in the rental housing market. This piece looks at the costs of building that housing and how it can be delivered 
at much lower rents than for newly built market rental housing. These break-even rents cover the upfront 
construction costs of building new housing and this housing thus pays for itself over time.

Key findings:

 » Comparing private for-profit with non-profit development: for-profit development leads to much 
higher rents, from 43 to 49 per cent higher rents for equivalent units or $600 to $1,300 per month.

 » For non-profit housing, average break-even rents could be as low as $1,273 per month for a one-bed-
room, $1,641 for a two-bedroom, and $2,009 for a three-bedroom, wood-frame construction with 

1 Marc Lee, Planning for a build-out of affordable rental housing in Metro Vancouver, CCPA, December 11, 2019,  
https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/reports/planning-build-out-affordable-rental-housing-metro-vancouver. 

https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/reports/planning-build-out-affordable-rental-housing-metro-vancouver
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contributed land. Eliminating parking requirements, waiving municipal fees and lower-cost, govern-
ment-backed financing all contribute to lower rents.

 » Increased affordability could be achieved through a cross-subsidy within a building or series of build-
ings. Rather than all one-bedrooms renting at $1,273, one-third of the units could rent at the average, 
while one-third could rent at $750 per month and one-third close to a market rate of $1,796.

 » Further reductions in break-even rents would be possible through expansion of modular construc-
tion, accelerated permitting processes and economies of scale for non-market housing providers. 

 » Scaling up the non-profit development of non-market housing on public/community-owned land is 
the key to achieving the public goal of affordable housing over the long-term.

THE CASE FOR NON-PROFIT DEVELOPMENT

Vancouver has had a major construction boom over the past decade. But too often new supply from for-prof-
it developers has been luxury condos aimed at affluent households and investors, rather than affordable 
housing for people who live and work in the city. The tax and regulatory structure in BC and Canada makes it 
much more profitable for developers to build condos. For-profit developers can also bid more for land than 
non-profits, and having bid up the price of land, this makes it even harder to justify building rental units in-
stead of condos.

About 30 per cent of Metro Vancouver condos get rented out, and these investment properties have been 
the main source of increased rental housing for a couple of decades.2 The resulting tenants have less security 
of tenure than in dedicated (or purpose-built) rental apartments and they are vulnerable to renovictions and 
other legal and illegal evictions. The situation also shows that investors are competing for the same units as 
people looking to buy their own home, a process that keeps prices high.

Local governments have attempted to shift the needle back to purpose-built rental construction and/or in-
clusion of a portion of rental units that are more affordable by waiving development fees and providing 
additional density. These projects have taken a great deal of time and can lead to neighbourhood tensions 
about high-rise development perceived to be excessive. Purpose-built rental housing developments have 
brought some new supply into the market, but the resulting market rents are generally expensive relative 
to average incomes. An exception to this is an even smaller handful of units of genuinely affordable housing 
for those in need, which are negotiated through programs like Vancouver’s Moderate Income Rental Housing 
Pilot Program (MIRHRP). The jury is still out on this program.3 

A hidden assumption in this conversation is that for-profit developers must lead in the delivery of new hous-
ing supply, even as this model seems unable to deliver the affordable housing we need. For-profit developers 
are building with the expectation of reaping current market prices for their units, whether rental (e.g., $1,800 
to $2,400 per month for a one-bedroom) or ownership (e.g. $600,000 to $800,000 for a one-bedroom). But 

2 Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, “Rental Market Survey Tables,” 2020,  
https://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/data-and-research/data-tables/rental-market-report-data-tables. 

3 See this Tyee debate on the City of Vancouver’s MIRHRP at https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/11/12/Vancouver-Incentives-Affordable-
Homes and https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/11/24/Vancouver-Rental-Partnerships-Needed.

https://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/data-and-research/data-tables/rental-market-report-data-tables
https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/11/12/Vancouver-Incentives-Affordable-Homes
https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/11/12/Vancouver-Incentives-Affordable-Homes
https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2020/11/24/Vancouver-Rental-Partnerships-Needed
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these prices are simply out of reach for the vast majority of renter households, which have lower than average 
incomes to begin with.

Table 1 shows the results of an analysis by Coriolis Consulting for the region of Metro Vancouver.4 Factoring in 
construction, land, developer profits and financing, a resulting typical one-bedroom (575 square feet) would 
need to rent for between $1,942 to $2,970 per month just to “break even” (i.e., to pay for the initial capital 
outlay plus interest over time, including a 15 per cent developer profit margin), depending on the type of 
construction and the cost of land. A small two-bedroom (750 square feet) would need to rent for $2,528 to 
$3,869 to break even. 

Looking at non-profit development as an alternative case, the range of break-even rents drops to between 
$1,357 to $1,995 for a one-bedroom and $1,765 to $2,597 for a two-bedroom (the low end assumes wood-
frame construction and free land). That is, depending on the scenario, private for-profit development leads 
to much higher rents, with 43 to 49 per cent higher rents for equivalent units depending on the case—$600 
to almost $1,300 per month.

Table 1: Comparison of break-even monthly rents, for-profit vs. non-profit development 

Rent needed to cover operating costs, mortgage payment 
and developer profits required to finance capital costs

Private developer Non-profit

Capital cost scenario 1 br (575 sf) 2br (750 sf) 1 br (575 sf) 2br (750 sf)

Concrete—no land cost $2,236 $2,911      $1,539          $2,003 

Concrete—low land cost $2,419         $3,151 $1,653       $2,152 

Concrete—medium land cost $2,695         $3,510  $1,824           $2,374 

Concrete—high land cost     $2,970    $3,869         $1,995           $2,597 

Wood frame—no land cost $1,942        $2,528        $1,357           $1,765 

Wood frame—low land cost       $2,126        $2,767       $1,471           $1,914 

Wood frame—medium land cost        $2,401       $3,127         $1,642           $2,137 

Wood frame—high land cost        $2,676       $3,486     $1,813          $2,360 

SOURCE: Coriolis study for Metro Vancouver, 2019, Reducing the Barrier of High Land Cost: Strategies for Facilitating More 
Affordable Rental Housing Construction in Metro Vancouver Phase 2 of The Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing Study

To fix this broken market at its source, we need to greatly expand the non-profit development and delivery of 
non-market housing. In the Coriolis case, the expected developer profit (15 per cent of land and construction 
costs) is reduced to a 5 per cent non-profit admin fee. Non-profits can access preferential financing via the 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), and capital can be repaid over 50 years (instead of 35 
years for private development).

4 Coriolis Consulting Inc and Wollenberg Munro Consulting Inc., Reducing the Barrier of High Land Cost: Strategies for Facilitating More 
Affordable Rental Housing Construction in Metro Vancouver, Metro Vancouver, March 2019,  http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/
regional-planning/PlanningPublications/ReducingBarrierHighLandCost.pdf.

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/ReducingBarrierHighLandCost.pdf
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/ReducingBarrierHighLandCost.pdf
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This analysis tells us a few other things about building housing:

 » Concrete construction is 20 per cent more expensive per square foot than wood-frame construction, 
which leads to 10 to 15 per cent higher rents for equivalent units. Concrete also has higher embodied 
carbon emissions in construction, while wood frame sequesters carbon for many decades.

 » Contributions of public or other low-cost land can greatly reduce resulting monthly rents. Land could 
be strategically acquired by the public sector through the taxation of windfall gains that have pas-
sively accrued to homeowners. The Coriolis study also includes many examples of strategic land ac-
quisition, such as alongside transit investments. 

 » Wood-frame construction, with free land and a non-profit development model, can produce break-
even rents that are much more affordable than current market rents. 

DRIVING DOWN COSTS

Let’s build on this analysis, sticking with non-profit development and public or community-owned land or 
low-cost land. This could include: land owned by a non-profit society or a government; land acquired through 
transit development; land currently zoned for low density but that could be rezoned for higher density; and, 
new public land acquired from the proceeds of more progressive property taxation. 

Table 2 estimates the average break-even rent of new non-market housing. These rents are a function of total 
capital costs amortized over a 50-year period plus monthly operating costs. I follow the general approach of 
Coriolis (in Table 1) but with a number of different design parameters, based on conversations with experts 
in non-profit housing development. Results in Table 2 are for somewhat larger one-bedrooms (600 square 
feet) and two-bedrooms (850 square feet), plus a three-bedroom case (1100 square feet), and more common 
area than in the Coriolis case. Even though all of these increase baseline costs per unit, they are more liveable 
for future tenants.

For construction we estimate hard costs at $365 per square foot for concrete construction and $320 for 
wood-frame based on advice from non-profit developers. These rates are higher than the widely used Altus 
construction cost guide, largely due to additional expenses for infrastructure upgrades typically imposed 
on projects by municipal governments.5 We estimate soft costs (architecture, engineering, legal fees) at 
30 per cent of the wood frame construction. 

To lower costs, we assume underground parking requirements are eliminated, a non-trivial expense that can 
range from $42,000 to $63,000 per space.6 We also assume municipal development fees (DCLs and CACs) 
are waived, and lower financing costs can be achieved by government-backed borrowing. At 2 per cent 
per annum, this is a conservative assumption as CMHC lending for non-profit developers is currently below 
2 per cent. We also assume a waiver of federal GST on completed housing.

Table 2 shows that break-even rents could be as low as $1,273 per month for a one-bedroom, $1,641 for a 

5 Altus Group, “2020 Canadian Cost Guide,” accessed February 2020,  
https://www.altusgroup.com/services/reports/2020-canadian-cost-guide.

6 Altus Group, “2020 Canadian Cost Guide.”

https://www.altusgroup.com/services/reports/2020-canadian-cost-guide
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two-bedroom and $2,009 for a three-bedroom for wood-frame construction with contributed land (and in-
clude monthly operating costs for constructed units). These rents are much lower than current market rents 
but consistent with sound economics. New units would be locked in at affordable rates (vacancy controlled so 
that rents could not be hiked when tenancy turns over), and managed by community housing organizations.

Table 2: Break-even rents for new non-market apartments

1-bedroom 2-bedroom 3-bedroom

Net square feet per unit 600 850 1,100

Gross square feet per unit (including common areas) 750 1,063 1,375

Construction cost (no parking)

Concrete construction hard costs $365 $273,750 $387,813 $501,875 

Wood frame construction hard costs $320 $240,000 $340,000 $440,000

Construction soft costs $96 $72,000 $102,000 $132,000

Total capital cost = construction + land + non-profit fee

Concrete—no land cost $461 $345,750 $489,813 $633,875

Concrete—low land cost $541 $405,750 $574,81 $743,875

Concrete—medium land cost $586 $439,500 $622,625 $805,750

Wood frame—no land cost $416 $312,000 $442,000 $572,000

Wood frame—low land cost $496 $372,000 $527,000 $682,000

Wood frame—medium land cost $541 $405,750 $574,813 $743,875 

Monthly operating cost

Regular cost / month / unit $450 $475 $500

Break-even monthly rents (non-profit, passive house, modular construction, no parking, superior financing scenario)

$net / sq ft

Concrete—no land cost $2.27 $1,362 $1,767 $2,172

Concrete—low land cost $2.53 $1,520 $1,991 $2,462

Concrete—medium land cost $2.68 $1,609 $2,117 $2,625

Wood frame—no land cost $2.12 $1,273 $1,641 $2,009

Wood frame—low land cost $2.39 $1,431 $1,865 $2,299

Wood frame—medium land cost $2.53 $1,520 $1,991 $2,462

NOTES: Estimates based on non-profit development, no parking, waived fees. Rent per square foot (bottom) is based   
on net square feet (actual unit size) while other costs/sf are based on gross square feet (including corridors and  
common areas). Low land cost is based on $80 per buildable square foot, and medium land cost $125 per sf.

SOURCES: Author’s calculations based on Coriolis, Altus and conversations with experts in non-profit housing development. 

Apart from the contribution of public or highly subsidized land, we do not assume any further government 
subsidy to renters in determining average break-even rents. That is, the projects are rooted in real-world ex-
perience in building housing that pays for itself over time. However, we note that an additional government 
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capital subsidy of $100,000 would lower monthly rents across the board by $264 (not in the table). 

Deeper affordability could be achieved through a cross-subsidy within a building or series of buildings. Rather 
than all one-bedrooms renting at the break-even rent of $1,273, for example, one-third of the units could rent 
at the average, while one-third could rent at $750 per month and one-third close to a market rate of $1,796. 
Similarly, the middle tier could also pay slightly higher rents to further deepen the affordability available to 
the lowest income households. Many combinations and tiers of a sliding scale are possible. 

To be genuinely affordable, housing costs must not exceed 30 per cent of household income. At $30,000 per 
year of income, rent of $750 per month meets this test. For people with the lowest incomes, some additional 
public income or rent support would be needed to ensure affordability at 30 per cent of income. 

SCALING UP THE MODEL

The break-even rents calculated above are indicative of current practices and costs in Vancouver. Over the 
medium-term, rents could be further driven down if we conceive of a big bang build-out, which could achieve 
economies of scale to lower costs.7 Imagine a stable, dedicated workforce that builds this housing over a gen-
eration, with long-term relationships that promote job security and options allowing workers to access new 
units in exchange for more stable wage rates. Costs could also be lowered through the use of standardized 
templates or blueprints for replicating buildings on different sites.

Recent studies8 point to modular construction techniques lowering construction hard costs by about 20 per 
cent compared to regular construction, while trimming building times up to 50 per cent. While this holds 
long-term potential, achieving cost-savings requires some economies of scale in production so that bigger 
panel factories can supply many projects across the city and province. 

The current moment in BC includes new requirements for higher energy efficiency (known as the BC Step 
Code), leading towards a mandate for net-zero buildings (i.e., buildings that generate as much energy as they 
use over the course of a year) by 2032. These changes make it harder in the short run to achieve the econo-
mies of scale necessary for lower-cost modular construction, while builders, engineers and architects adjust 
their practices and methods to the new code. 

At the regulatory level, financing costs would be reduced with faster regulatory approvals through pre-zoning 
to allow buildings that meet certain specifications and fast-tracking of non-profit projects. Faster approvals 
and reduced permitting delays would also catalyze non-market development, which typically needs devel-
opment permits and building permits in hand before financing can be finalized. 

A more well-developed non-market housing sector could also lower costs by having more integrated man-
agement and maintenance spanning multiple buildings, or through developing co-op housing where mem-
bers contribute sweat equity to the management of collective housing.

7 Marc Lee, Planning for a build-out of affordable rental housing in Metro Vancouver.

8 Nick Bertram et al., Modular construction: From projects to products, McKinsey & Company, June 2019, https://www.mckinsey.com/~/
media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Operations/Our%20Insights/Modular%20construction%20from%20projects%20to%20
products%20NEW/Modular-construction-from-projects-to-products-full-report-NEW.pdf.

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Operations/Our%20Insights/Modular%20construction%20from%20projects%20to%20products%20NEW/Modular-construction-from-projects-to-products-full-report-NEW.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Operations/Our%20Insights/Modular%20construction%20from%20projects%20to%20products%20NEW/Modular-construction-from-projects-to-products-full-report-NEW.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Operations/Our%20Insights/Modular%20construction%20from%20projects%20to%20products%20NEW/Modular-construction-from-projects-to-products-full-report-NEW.pdf
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For all of these reasons, break-even rents could be even lower than conservatively described in Table 2. The 
missing pieces are additional and more progressive property taxation to acquire land, and supportive regula-
tory policies laser focused on building the housing we really need. 

Ultimately, we need to break away from a dominant mindset that sees private sector property developers as 
the primary builders of housing. Scaling up the non-profit development of non-market housing on public/
community-owned land is the key to achieving the public goal of affordable housing over the long-term.
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